
 TradeMarkers 
 

Every successful trader has an edge and knows  
exactly what it is before entering the trade. 

Do you know what your edge is? Know your edge before you take your next trade. 

TradeMarkers Add-on for NinjaTrader 7 and 8 puts the power to quickly analyze 
your trade setup and management strategy to determine their suitability to your 
trading plan. 

TradeMarkers makes it possible to examine multiple setups with varying position 
sizes, targets and stop strategies. What previously took weeks or days can be 
accomplished in hours or minutes. 

When you know your edge 

 It is much easier to maintain focus 
 Execute your strategy as planned 
 Increase size with comfort 
 Remain calm and relaxed with each trade 
 Achieve consistency 

 
What TradeMarkers isn’t: 
TradeMarkers will not tell you when to trade. 

What TradeMarkers is: 
TradeMarkers WILL prove to you that your setups and management strategy can be 
profitable if followed. Knowing this and what your expected outcome from each trade 
is will make following your plan much easier. 

TradeMarkers WILL allow you to rapidly test new ideas. 

 

 



TradeMarkers Feature bullet points 

Know the advantage your setup gives you 

Know what to expect from each trade win or lose  

Know your mathematical edge against the market  

What if you knew you had an 80% chance of winning when you entered 

from your tested setup? 

If you knew you were going to make $100 each time you entered a 

trade, would be easier to execute your trade plan? 

Once you have TradeMarkers you can prove these results to yourself. 

Knowing it yourself is the only way to be succeed. Your trade plan must 

be come your own.  

Trade like you test for success. 

Some of the Statistics TradeMarkers will give you are: 

Win Loss Percent 

Statistical Edge over the market based on Target, Stop, and Win Pct. 

Profit Factor  

Expectancy from each trade entry 

Historical High Equity Drawdown 

Average Trade result 

Average Win 

Average Loss 



Max consecutive Winners 

Max consecutive Losers 

Number of trades per day 

Average time in trade 

Analyze these statistics by Periods: Day of week, Daily, Weekly, 

Monthly, Hour of the day, Half-Hour of the day 

Using periods, you can see Profit and Drawdown within each of those 

periods. 

TradeMarker data files can be saved and reloaded. Using the setup 

filters the reloaded files can be analyzed together or individually. 

Custom Trading sessions, users can create up to 4 sessions throughout 

the day. These can enabled/disabled with a single for quick comparison. 

TradeMarkers version 2.0.0.0 and higher has the capability to read 

BloodHound signals from the chart adding Buy, Sell and Exit markers on 

the chart. 

Using BloodHound it is possible to analyze several hundred setups very 

quickly. 

With TradeMarkers you can easily remove markers added based on the 

BlookHound template that are clearing not in an area that should be 

traded.  

From the Trades and Grouped Trades tab of the report you can look for 

areas where the system struggled. Double Clicking on a trade in the 

table will scroll the chart to that trade. Allowing for further analysis and 

possibly determination of new filtering methods. 



The goal in creating TradeMarkers was to provide the evidence to 

prove a strategies profitability. 

When you know the statistical expectation for your trade setup the 

following can be expected: 

Trading with improved focus and flow 

Consistently profitable 

Trade calm and relaxed 

Execute the strategy  

Confidence 

Increase size with comfort 

 

 


